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PROGRESS RAPORT 
 

The Project: “ Social enterprised  for the psychosocial integration of the 
patients of the psychiatric hospital in Vlora city”.  

 
 
The local development Agency “Auleda” as the legal representing on the contract signed with 
UNDP ART GOLD Albania, Albanian Health Ministery and Regione Puglia, the donors of the 
project, has had the coordinated role between the partners during the implementing process. 
Auleda’s staff in base of the program defined after the contract assigned have followed and 
monitored with attention all the activities connected with the construction of the social centre for 
the mental health patients and the activities in the focus of which were the divertissement and the 
growth of their capacity. Into the limited timeframe of the project Auleda Agency have realized all 
the obligations that were defined in the contract.  
The Auleda activities were focused on the realization of these specific objectives: 
 

• The creation of the 24 hours shelter with the typology of the house building for 8-10 
women which were the patient of the neuropsychiatry hospital during the project 
implementation, in order to realize the psycho-social integration with the aim to grow up 
their autonomy in the daily life.  

 
• The improvement and strengthening of the Community Centre activities of the mental 

health in Vlora city through the organization and realization of the psychosocial 
rehabilitation activities of the patients and the persons who frequent the centre. 

 
During the three-month period the activity of Auleda Agency was focused on the previous 
objectives through the realization of the following activities:  
 

• The signature of the contracts and the collaboration agreements with the partners 
of the project. 

 
Based on the it’s coordinated role, Auleda Agency compiled the signed and verbal Collaboration 
Agreement with: UNDP ART GOLD Albania, Puglia Region the Directory of the Hospital and the 
Directory of the Mental Health Community Center as the main partners during the implementing 
process. In the contracts and agreements that were discused and signed with these institutions 
are expressed the rights and the obligations for everyone as well as the engagement in the actively 
way of those for the realization of the project activities with success. 
 

• The selection of the company for the realization of reconstruction and the contract 
assigned with it. 

 
Evaluated maximally the selection procedures of the company that was going to realize the works 
for the reconstruction of the social centre for the mental health patients, Auleda Agency followed 
in the strict way all the procedures connected with the selection of the company in accordance 
with the Albanian legislation.   
Auleda Agency after the aprovement of the announcement by the UNDP ARTG OLD and Regione 
Puglia, published it in the local TV Vlora Channelfor 7 days. In the announcements to the 
interested companies have been explained the object of the project, the specific conditions and the 
timeframe for the realization of the works. 
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In base of this announcement were presented the offers of the interested companies. The 
commission that have been created to evaluate these offers were compound from the specialists 
and the represents of the Hospital Directory. This Commission evaluated the offers and selected 
according to the criteria defined before the Company “AJDINI EG” as the company that was going 
to do the reconstruction works. 
Based on the procedures that forecasted the Albanian legislation was singed the contract with the 
company as well as with the supervision of the works. In the meeting that was developed in the 
Agency were defined clearly the modality of the works, of communication, reporting and their 
documentation. After that Auleda has sent the selection company process of information to aur 
partners UNDP ART GOLD Albania, Puglia region and Albania Health Ministery.  
 

• The works for the reconstruction of the social centre for the mental health 
patients.  

 
Based on the discussions with the partners was defined the reconstruction of the third flow of the 
building at the Mental Health Centre Community that at the beginnings of the works were 
downgrade.  
The Director of the Agency Ms. Ariana Bubeqi and the Project Coordinator of Auleda Ms. Mirela 
Koci, have visited the ambient that were planned to be transformed in the Social Centre, before 
the beginning of the works, documented through the photos the status of the building before the 
works, in order to have clearly view for the type and the volume of the works  
 

     
 

                                  
 
 
In collaboration with the represents of the company was evaluated with very attention the plan of 
the project for the social ambient, defined in detail way, including the divertissement, retirements 
space as well as those of the kitchen, sleeping and personal hygiene.    
In the meeting with the represents of the Company “Ajdini EG” and the Directory of the Hospital 
was discussed the preventive evaluated voice to voice and defined the over fulfilment and the 
missing found in some other voices. At the end of the discussions all the partners give Ok for the 
beginning of the works.  
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The works for the realization of the construction begin with the cleaning of the existing ambient 
from the old furniture, dirty spaces, amortized things, unfixing of the old doors and windows and 
totally out of functions, the elimination of damaged hygiene objects etc. 
 
The works continuous with a considerable volume of works done for the destroyed of the damaged 
walls and the adoption of the ambient according to the project, the connection of the electric and 
hydraulic system totally amortized, plastering and isolated works in order to eliminate the must 
and the humidity, emplacement of the slabs and the hygiene equipments on the bathrooms, 
emplacement of the heating and cooling system with a central system of furnace, emplacement of 
doors and windows as well as other works that have been reported in a periodically way from the 
implementing company through the different works situations and from the supervisior reports 
(look at the report supervisor) 
 

                         
 
 

                        
 
Auleda staff has monitored closely the works that have been done, giving the suggestions for the 
modified of the spaces or adoptions of the ambient, the measurements and the colour of the slabs, 
the selection of the hydro hygiene equipments, the realization of the decorative works with 
gypsum, the colours for painting the walls with the aim to create an ambient esthetical and 
functional.    
From the other side the staff of the agency give the opportunity to the women to give their 
suggestions for the spaces, the rooms, the furniture and the painting, in order that those were 
actively included in this project. For that reason in collaboration with the Directory of the Hospita 
and with the present of Miss. Renata Uruci-UNDP ART GOLD Coordinator and Ms. Mariela 
Genchi-expert of Puglia Region  “Auleda” has organised a visit in the social centre in order to see 
their self the works for the reconstruction. 
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• Furnishing of the centre 
 
According to the plan of the project at the beginning was defined the criteria for the furnishing 
and the way of its realization. For the furnishing of the centre according to the criteria and 
Albanian legislation, was selected Gjeci Sh. P. K Company, with its centre of activity in Lezha city. 
 
In a meeting developed in the “Auleda” office with the company represents and the Directory 
Hospital Ms. Antonela Agaj, was defined exactly the quantity of furniture, the type and the style, 
materials and colours according to the other elements of construction. 
 
After the furniture were produced Auleda staff monitored nearby the quality and after the 
evaluation of those handover through a procès-verbal act signed from the company, Auleda 
agency and the directory of the hospital. 
 
Auleda staff after that realized the equipment of the centre with the useful elements for the daily 
normal life such as blankets, sheets, kitchen dishes etc.   
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After the finishing of the reconstruction works and the furnishing we think that was created a 
hospitable, comfortable and functional centre which step by step is going to create the conditions 
for the social integration of the women beefeaters of this project.   
 
   

 Support for the Italian expert missions for the staff training.  
 
Auleda has given its contribute in every faze of the project and was an important support for 
the realization of the activities, trainings with the staff of Mental Health Community Centre 
and the Neuropsychiatry Hospital. Auleda has supported with a logistic way the realization of 
the activities, the accompaniment of the foreign experts and the services in their function in 
the period of the mission development respectively: in date 14-24 of April, to continue on 21-
31 of May and 18-28 of June. Auleda has given it’s contribute in the realization of the 
programs of the missions, based on the activities requested by the donor.  
 

     
 

    
 

During the trainings the director and the project coordinator of Auleda follow closely the trainings 
facilitated the process through the documentations of the activity by the photos, the list presence 
of the training participants for each séance as well as the process verbal of the training. 
On the other side the staff of the Agency has facilitated the work of psychologist. Ms. Mariela 
Genchi and the expert Rocco Canosa (expert of Puglia Region) through the translation from Italian 
to Albania as well as has support in their  initiatives. 
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We can mention here the discussions for the creation of the working groups and including in 
those groups of two psychiatric doctors with a lot of experience that have been actively participate 
even in the first faze of the project. 
The coordinator of Auleda support totally the idea of Ms. Mariela Genchi expressed that the 
experiences accumulated in the first faze of the project ought to be conserved in order to guaranty 
the continuity of the project not only for this faze but even for the others. 
During the trainings were treated themes connected closely with the way of the treatment of the 
mental health patient out of the hospital, the psychological and social assistance and above all 
their social integration.   
The doctors, psychologists, sociologists nurses showed interest for the thematic of trainings and 
were actively participants during the different discussions. 
 

• Support for the realization of the activities. 
 
Auleda staff has played an important role apart the other actors for the realization of the activities 
with success. Auleda agency has requested to the Hospital Directory and to the coordinator of the 
activities in the hospital to plan the activities according a weakly calendar. The activity was 
planned in collaboration with the working groups and was approved by the hospital directory. 
Then the weakly plan of activity was presented to the Auleda office in order to be supported with a 
logistic and financial means.  
Auleda Agency has sent the plan calendar of the activities to the partners of the project UNDP 
ART GOLD Albania and Puglia Region and took their aproval. 
During the three months period were realized a considerable number of activities with rehabilitee, 
integration and divertissement character such as: the activity of laundry where the women made 
all the hygiene sanitary process, the kitchen activity where the women have learned to cook, to 
prepare the table, to bay the products for cooking, warning abilities that have loosed in time, 
sport activities out of the hospital in the sport field of “Halim Xhelo” school included the handball, 
football, basketball, the chess championship with the participation of patients, medical personnel 
and represents of community participation, walking on the beach, the bar frequented for drinking 
a coffee and made discussions, re creative activities and English language course.   
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This activities aim above all building up the daily life abilities, rehabilitee and their integration to 
the society. In the considerable number of activities we mention two main activities organized and 
supported directly by Auleda: 
 

• The participation of the mental health women patient in the artisan fair that Auleda Agency 
has organized for the Touristy Season Ceremony of Orikum Municipality. Food and Folk 
festival were one of the more activities organized by Auleda and supported by Oxfam GB. 
The women present to the activity (fair) on the Auleda pavilion their needle works, the 
works with knitting needle of sockets, fascinators and heats. The works were exposed to the 
traditional clothes buckets and emphasized the interest of community. Through the 
promotion and good marketing from the Auleda staff at the and of activity was achieved to 
sell two needle works, 5 sockets made with and folkloric motive in wool and a heat with a 
some of 4000 new leke. These money were used for other activities. 

 

                                                         
 
The atmosphere created with music, dance, traditional meals served as an appropriated 
integrated ambient. The women were integrated and were actively part of divertissement. Is 
important to mention the interest that the women showed for the publications of Auleda Agency, 
which included a cultural and agricultural guide of Orikum. These materials were given to the 
women free of charge from the Auleda staff. 
 
 

2. The activity of the documentary move that was very interested even for the patients and 
medical personnel. Auleda Agency provides the logistic equipments for communication included 
laptop, video projector that was taken in rent by our partners.  
 
The using of video projector was evaluated from the specialists of Puglia Region Mr. Rocco Canosa 
e Ms. Mariela Genchi and UNDP ART GOLD represents, very important because through it they 
demonstrated in the perfect way the messages for the patients 
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 The monitoring of activities and construction works. 

 
Auleda staff has followed all the process for the works done from the company of construction, 
noticed all the problems that have showed during the process and made reports for the donors. 
Auleda has provided the necessary logistic for the trainings (such as list presence, procès-verbal, 
photos) developed by the specialists as well as for all the activities that were realized during the 
partner’s missions (moving to the hospital with car, select the materials, services to the offices for 
the specialists, internet services etc). On the other hand Auleda Agency have kipped the contacts 
with the technical consulence of the project and the donors, reporting periodically. 
Auleda agency have hipped the account for the expenses done and has made the financial reports. 
Auleda has monitored every bill of expenses in order to respect the condition of the tax office. 
Also through the photos Auleda have documented step by step the entire project implementing 
process.  
Based on these monitoring realized at the end of each faze the documented materials were sent by 
e-mail to all the actors and the partners included in the project. 
 

• Collaboration, partnership 
 
Auleda during the project implementing period has worked for the monitoring of activities. Auleda 
as a coordinator unit has offered its collaboration with all the partners with the aim to fulfil with 
the success the project objectives.  
On the other side Auleda staff made possible the meetings with the group of Italian experts of 
Puglia Region, Mr. Rocco Canosa e Ms. Matiela Genchi and UNDP ART GOLD Cordinator renata 
Uruci, with the President of Vlora region Mr. Agron Sharra, the Vice/president of Municipality Mr. 
Halim Dervishi and the represent of Prefecture. In those meetings was presented the project, the 
aim and its objectives and was requested the institutional collaboration for the community 
sensitizing in order to achieved a different approach with mental health patients. 
 

 The promotion 
 
Aukeda Agency has prepared a demonstrative label for the project. Through it the community is 
going to know the subject of the project, the donors, and the company that has done the 
construction, the technical consulters and the implementing unit. In that label are emplacements 
the logos of all the partners of the project. 
The working meeting of the group as well as other activities were object of the chronicles on Vlora 
Channel and 6+1 Vlora TV. The coordinator of Auleda prepared a press notice for the journalists 
in which describe the aim of the project the specific objectives, the services offers in the centre 
and the role of it in the social integration of the person with mental health problems.   
 
On the other side through the partnership and collaboration with the press unit Auleda has 
realized the promotion of project results on the ATSH network (Albanian News Agency), which 
through international network transmitted the notice to the other News agencies such as: 
ANSA (Italian agency), AFP (French agency), DPA (Dutch agency), Reuters (English agency) etc, 
giving another dimension the promotion of the project 
 

Prepared the report 
Mirela Koci 

Project Coordinator of “Auleda” 
& Marta Bala 
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